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Spoken Parentheticals in Instructional Discourse in STEM and Non-STEM DisciplinesThe Interaction of the Prosodic, Ideational, and Interpersonal Resources in Signaling Information Structure
By Tammy Slater,1 John Levis, and Greta Muller 
Levis, Iowa State University
 
Parentheticals, information that is not directly relevant to the topic being 
addressed, appear in all academic lectures and help listeners distinguish 
important from less important information. Their use is a critical skill 
for all teachers. Despite their importance, research on parentheticals in 
teaching is scarce. This chapter explores the instructional discourse of 
native English-speaking teaching assistants and international teaching 
assistants regarding the use of parentheticals, primarily in terms of 
the intonational and informational patterns they exhibit. Our analysis 
involved discourse data collected from sixteen classes, eight from 
chemistry (four taught by native English-speaking TAs and four taught by 
ITAs) and eight from English (also four taught by TAs and four by ITAs). 
While our study suggested that parentheticals can be used to connect the 
teacher and students interpersonally, and to break up the density of the 
lecture, we uncovered interesting differences between TAs and ITAs. Our 
1. Author contact: tslater@iastate.edu
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ϔ
and prosody to break up the density of their lectures. Moreover, by not 
incorporating parentheticals well, ITAs may come across as unmoving, 
overly knowledgeable, and even unapproachable. Educators can use these 
ϔ
extended discourse.Distinguishing important from less important information in a lecture is a critical skill for all teachers. It is frequently achieved through the use of prosody to signal the relative importance of the information being presented. Focused syllables (e.g., Now THIS 
is a critical point) are one key resource to signal importance, but other prosodic strategies are also employed. One of these strategies involves the use of spoken parenthetical utterances. Parentheticals are “expressions that are linearly represented in a given string of utterance (a host sentence), but seem structurally independent” (Dehé & Kavalova, 2007, p. 1). They are said to be marked by special prosody (Bing, 1980). They also provide information that is not di-rectly relevant to the main topic. Intonationally and informationally, parenthetical information is unusual. Our chapter is an exploration of parentheticals in teaching in STEM (Science, Technology, Engi-
ǡȌǦ ϐǤ areas commonly employ a large number of graduate instructors at North American universities. 

Why study parentheticals in instructional discourse? This chapter came about because of our previous study (Levis, Levis, & 
ǡʹͲͳʹȌǡǡ-sistants (TAs) turned content from a beginning physics textbook into the spoken language needed to teach the content. We used a 
Ǧ 
ʹ ͲǤϐ
ǡǡǤdiscovered that in addition to their use of sentence focus to highlight 
ǦȋȌǡTAs (especially the American TAs) also used parenthetical intona-
ǡϐǡǡof text. American TAs frequently used this strategy to give informa-
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tion about future classes, in asides that raised topics outside the content of the presentation, in interpersonal connections to their imagined audience, and in a kind of spoken internal commentary 
Ǥ
ǡthis surprised us. 
     available at that time (e.g., Bing, 1980; Bolinger, 1989; Ladd, 1980) 
and limited in scope. Early discussion of parentheticals character-ized them as quite short, expressing commentary on others (e.g., 




 ǡ  be giving such lectures, as in (1). The parenthetical information is underlined.
ȋͳȌȀ
	ǯȀǯin the class cause this is a little more complicatedȀǯ
ȀȀThe TAs also used parentheticals to make connections to the lives that the imagined students are presumed to be leading, as in 
ȋʹȌǡǦvideo games.
ȋʹȌȀȀand it’s used for like our everyday appliances and convenienc-es Ȁ
ǯ-tric energy ȀȀ
ȀǯȀand I think 
ǯǯȀIndian and Chinese TAs also used parentheticals, but not in the 
Ǥ-
ǣǫThe 
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differing use of parentheticals in our previous study also raised the 






ǡǡgrammar and its role in making information accessible (e.g., Tyler, 
ͳͻͻʹȌǤϐhas analyzed grammatical and discourse competence, intonation (e.g., Kang, 2010; Levis, Levis, & Slater, 2012; Pickering, 2004), 
ǡǡ
ȋ
ǡʹͲͲ͵ǢƬǡʹͲͲ͵Ȍǡdifferences in expectations by the listener (Damron, 2000; Rubin, 
ǡǡƬǡͳͻͻͺȌǤ  
  ǡ the potential issues involved in students learning from teaching assistants, no studies have examined the use of parentheticals.
What are parentheticals? Parentheticals are clausal or sub-
ǲǳǲthe end” (Bolinger, 1989, p. 185), perhaps carrying some interpre-
ǡȋ͵ȌȋͳͻͺͻǡǤͳͺ͸ȌǤParentheticals are underlined.
ȋ͵Ȍǡ, I’ll bet, sooner than you expect, you’ve got to be ready to grab it. The host sentence here is When the opportunity comes, you’ve 
got to be ready to grab itǣa longer one, and it will sooner than you expect and I’ll betinterrupts the longer parenthetical. In this parenthetical, the inter-

 ǡ   ǡ  Ǥ
ǡ(Dehé & Kavalova, 2007). In fact, very little about parentheticals is 
ǤϐȋÚǡ
ʹͲͲ͸ȌȋǡͳͻͺͻǢDehé, 2007) but attempts 
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ϐǤSemantically and pragmatically, parentheticals are just as var-ied. They seem to create a parallel level of information and thus evoke a parallel level of informational processing. They do not 
ǡ
ǦǤǡ Dehé and 
ȋʹͲͲ͹ǡǤͳȌǡǲǳshare the same syntactic, prosodic, or semantic features. This chapter is motivated by our belief that parentheticals are far more common in spoken language, even in the relatively formal language found in the classroom, than the amount of research done 
ǤǡǤǡ
parallel to the main discourse. Semantically and pragmatically, they 
ǡ
    peripheral to the topics being discussed. The use of parentheticals also suggests that the discourse of teaching may be more complex 
 Ǥ   











Ǥ   




ǣǡtone units, level or rising pitch at the end, increased tempo, and decreased volume. Prosodic parentheticals rarely had all of these features, although NTA productions usually had more of these 
Ǥǡ
ǡ
Ǥǡϐterms of its general purpose. Because parentheticals are so varied 
ȋ±ǡʹͲͲ͹ǡǤʹ͸ʹȌǡ




Ǧvarious functions that humans carry out (Halliday, 2004). The TAs in our study used their linguistic systems (their meaning-making 
Ȍϐstudents learn the content being taught. Each text can be examined through three metafunctions: the ideational, the interpersonal, and the textual. See Table 1.








Resources for construing relationships
Textual Resources for presenting ideational and interpersonal 
PHDQLQJVDVDÀRZRILQIRUPDWLRQLQWH[WV
Identifying the ideational, interpersonal, and textual resources that the TAs use parenthetically and non-parenthetically may thus provide information about connections to and differences from hosts at the clausal level. Clauses are typically joined together to 
ȋȌǡ
Ǥ
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of logico-semantic relationships for our investigation: projection and expansion. See Table 2.  





Projection Ideas Events of saying (“I think that”)




Extension Addition or contrast
Enhancement 4XDOL¿FDWLRQRUPRGL¿FDWLRQZLWKWHPSRUDO
VSDWLDOFDXVDORUFRQGLWLRQDOGHWDLOEggins and Slade (1997) extended these ideas to look at rela-
ǤWe have adopted Eggins and Slade’s ideas to examine the function 
ǡ
ǲǳȋǤͳͻͷȌǡto continue speaking. Within the category of sustaining moves are 
ǲǳǡǲthe interactive situation, for example by checking that the audience 
ǳȋǤͳͻͷȌǡǲǳǡ
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Table 3. Native Teaching Assistant (NTA) and International 
Teaching Assistant (ITA) Participants
Chemistry English
Name Number of 
classes
Name Number of 
classes
NTA Amy1 2 Ellen 2
Peter 2 Tim 2
ITA Ajith (Hindi)2 2 Lihua (Chinese) 2






ǡread through the transcripts to identify utterances that appeared to be parenthetical only by their placement in the transcripts. This 
ǯǯidentifying informational parentheticals. 
  ϐ   

   ȋǡʹͲͲͶȌǤ ϐ  
Ǥϐǡ-






ϐinto linguistic functions (as per Eggins & Slade, 1997; Halliday, 2004) and into themes of purpose that emerged from the data. A 
ϐ
2. All names in this study are pseudonyms. 
,QGLFDWHVWKH¿UVWODQJXDJHRI,7$SDUWLFLSDQWVLIQRW(QJOLVK
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inform ITA pedagogy because parentheticals may be both informa-tional and prosodic, but they do not have to be both.
AntConcȋǣȀȀǤ
ǤȀ̴ǤȌǡ  




 Ǥanalyses aimed to reveal differences in parenthetical prosody and 
ǤResults
Prosodic Analysis (RQ #1). All TAs (NTAs and ITAs) used pro-sodic parentheticals as one strategy to teach their classes. All of 
ǡǡ
ǡ
Ǥserved important purposes in achieving their main goals, the com-munication of course content through an interactive exchange 
Ǥ-
Ǥclassroom understanding. We looked at three main uses of prosodically marked paren-theticals: Regulatory uses, interpersonal connections, and making 




ǡǤǡtracings as evidence, primarily because the length of many paren-theticals and the noisy recording quality of the classroom setting 
ϐǤ
Regulatory parentheticals. ϐregulatory, including comments about the classroom context, self-correction, and the use of tags. All TAs used parentheticals to com-
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ment on the classroom context, often about something that they noticed in the process of teaching, e.g., Ellen’s (NTA) use of we’ll 
begin again with oh I didn’t change the slide umǡ




ǤÚ ȋʹͲͲ͸Ȍ    
Ǥ   usually (al)right? and (o)kay? TAs used tags primarily to move the 
ǡand at the same time making the exposition of content less dense.
  ǡ  frequent overall for English TAs. This may be because the chemistry 
Ǧǡ 
ϐ
 Ǥǡ  ǡ content-heavy. In addition, student participation in the chemistry 
   ǡ

Ǥ   
 ǤThe tags had a different intonation pattern (high-rise) than other parentheticals, but unlike other rising tags in English, a response 
Ǥthe discourse, and to engage and encourage. In the next example, a chemistry ITA uses right repeatedly. The intonation of right
ǡǡǦǤϐRight* is, in contrast, said 
ǡǤ
ǣ ȋ    ϐ questioning.)
ǣ  ǤǤǤǫ
   ǫ
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ǣ ǯǤ
ǣ  ǯǡrightǫǫ
   ǡǤ
   ǫǫStudent: HCO negative.
ǣ  ǤǫStudent: H plus.TA:  H plus, rightǫ
Ǥ, 
   rightǫ Ǥ
   ǫ   mate. Is sodium formate an acid or a base or a 
   ǫ
ǣ ȀǯǤTA:  It’s a salt, rightǫǡ
   ǡrightǫȗǤ
ǡ
ϐȋǡͳͻͺͻȌǤ






ǡǯȋȌI gave you that 
point just because I know that’s what you guys like to Pete’s (NTA) 
ȋand that’s right correct thank you 
some audience participationȌ	ǯȋȌusing inappropriate sources (a lot of you used articles um from the 
websites and with unknown um author that’s not really nice). These interpersonal connections sometimes led to unpredict-able tangents that introduced topics that connected to popular culture, as in Amy’s  (NTA) spontaneous use of humor in connecting 
ϐMulanǡ-
ȋͶȌǤ
ȋͶȌǯǡnot to defeat the Huns, but to talk about some buffers, I got a I got a couple laughs - I think 
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I’m  funny okay.ǯǡhas propionic acid [notices recorder] ǯthis is kind of cool, rightAmy’s contrasts in prosody are striking in this example. She 
ǡ
ǡǦ
ǡ    
ǡǡ
right of the 
ǤǦ
right, but informationally right acts as a 
ǡof the host sentence. 

ǡǯȋȌof non-verbal responses in the midst of non-parenthetical content.
ȋͷȌlot of different areas of your life, right,ǫSome nods, Brenda a nod.ǡǫyou’re just nodding cause it felt good um
 ȋȌ
-coming, as in this sequence during observation and discussion of a complex graphic.
ȋ͸Ȍǡǡanything else, 
ǡǡof element help you to pick out the story 
ȋ




ȋ͹Ȍthat contribute to your PH, right, , accord-
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ǡǤȏsecond pause] Just look at the equationIn all these cases, TAs used prosody to encourage a response. The parenthetical marking seemed less insistent to us, and its ef-
  Ǧstudent response.Finally, TAs used vocatives to create interpersonal connections in calling on students. Vocatives are included as a subcategory of 








yes in some form. 
ǡto students’ names and you guys by NTAs and, once, guys by an 
ǡǡǡ
yeah?, yeah you?, again?, and yes? These all 
invariably accompanied by inviting body language such as a head nod. It is interesting to note that, like the use of actual nouns, 
Ǥuse of vocatives by NTAs but not ITAs is another example of the 
ǤǲȀ
ǳ        





ǡand then calling on them.Almost all the TAs (NTAs and ITAs) used prosodic parentheticals 
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Ǥnoticed in our earlier study (Levis, Levis & Slater, 2012). Parentheti-

Ǥ
Content-connecting parentheticals. Another common use for 
      
Ǥ
ǡǡǦǤTAs did this, although NTAs more extensively than ITAs. Tim re-ferred to previous course content, e.g., we have a lot of information 
that could be written in a paragraph but we’ve talked about before 
in the last couple weeks that we also want to account for different 
types of readers; future course content, e.g., it’s making it clear to 
our readers that we’re not trying to lie to them uh were in a coup- in 
an example in a little bit we might see why that might be a problem; and outside connections, e.g., ϔ
ϔ um I think people are do-
ing doing a much better job than we used to.Other TAs used parenthetical references to course content more restrictively, to refer only to topics of immediate interest (but 
ȌǤǡtitrations said ϔ
A-minus by HA right that’s Henderson Hasselbach equation
	ȋso before I return your papers 
to you I’d just like to give some comments um on our last paper um 
let’s see some of my feedback is here). 
-ous connections to outside examples or the larger culture. Ellen, in discussing organic food choices said there’s a whole sort of lifestyle 
right that seems to go along with it I don’t know if any of you all have 
been paying attention to the whole Gwyneth Paltrow Chris Martin 
break up but a lot of what is getting talked about is her diet in terms 




ǡlarger context of the course, and popular culture. All TAs used paren-
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ǡconnections. This makes parentheticals another interesting feature of instructional discourse (see also Smith, 2012 for other features). 
Summary of results for RQ #1. To summarize (Table 4), NTAs and ITAs both used prosody for parentheticals, but not identically. 















NTAs connected widely to course content and 
outside content. ITAs’ connections were restricted to 
the direct content under discussion.
Parenthetical 
prosody
Lower pitch Yes No
Pitch was typically lowered by NTAs. ITAs had more 
limited pitch range differentiation. Tags for both 
groups usually had higher pitch with lower volume.
Lower volume Yes Sometimes
NTAs consistently used lower volume on 
parentheticals. Some ITAs used lower volume as 
DSULPDU\FXHEXWRWKHUVKDGOLWWOHGLIIHUHQFHLQ





faster but not always; tempo changes were rare for 




ȌǤ-theticals, using them primarily for regulatory functions, but they did not use them for interpersonal uses such as vocatives that connected them to their students. The only prosodic feature mark-
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ǯǤpitch to differentiate parentheticals from host sentences, nor did 
Ǥǡsimply not as frequent, except in the use of question tags. 
Results of the Information Analysis (RQ #2). Parentheticals do not need to be marked prosodically to be parentheticals. An exami-
parenthetical information more often than the ITAs, using strong 
Ǥ
ǡǤ
ϐǦresources from the interpersonal and ideational metafunctions are 
ǡǡ
ϐϐǤ





AntConc to count tokens and types. We then divided these 
ǣͳǤǢand 2. ones that created a stance. Involving the audience typically uses resources such as vocatives (names), appeals to others (e.g., 
as X said), pronoun use (e.g., we versus you), grammatical structure 
ȋǤǤǡȌǡϐ(e.g., right?). Creating a stance involves the use of certain processes 
ǡȋǤǤǡcan, will), modal adjuncts (e.g., probably, maybe, really, very), and appraisal lexis (e.g., ǡϔǡǡ). 
	ϐǡ ǡǡ -
ǡthe other categories suggested that even parenthetically, the NTAs appeared to involve their audience more than the ITAs did. See Table 5. First, NTAs used vocatives more. Although at times they called individuals by name at these times, such as Ellen saying Bella, a nod? most of the time the NTAs used you guys to address their audience. 
ǡ
guysǤǡ
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ȋȌǡthe NTAs occasionally made appeals to others (as X claimed or as Y 
said), both outside of class (i.e., ϔ) and inside class (i.e., a student), but the ITAs’ parentheticals offered nothing similar. 
  -
Ǥwe more, including 
ǡstudents (you) or themselves (IȌǤϐ
ȋǡʹͲͳʹȌǤ
Iǡyouǡϐǡwe. This 
ϐIndian-subcontinent TAs found in Levis et al (2012). 
ǡǡǡ
ϐǦǡthinkas often as the NTAs in parenthetical speech, and uttered know less than half as often. Non-parenthetically, both NTAs and ITAs used 
think and knowǤǡadjusted to tokens per 100, the ITAs used more examples of ap-praisal lexis, modal verbs, and modal adjuncts than did the NTAs, 
Ǥ
wrongchemistry-content ITA’s parentheticals, and the positively tagged 
ϔǯǤ
ǡwill, as Levis et al (2012) found. The modal adjunct justcommonly used in chemistry and probably the most common in English. When taken all together, the use of these stance features can make the ITAs come across as sounding more unmoving and 
Ǥof the audience, and the result can lead to an interpretation of a TA 
ǲǤǳ
Quantitative results: Ideational metafunctions. Examining 

ǡareas (chemistry and English). We instead set about looking at the 
ϐarea in contrast to everyday language. To examine this across dis-
ǡCompleat Lexical Tutor (ǣȀȀǤǤȌ




ǡͳǢͳǡͲͲͲǡK2; the Academic Word List (AWLȌȋonly in academic contexts); and Off-list Wordsǡ
Ǥ ǡOff-list Words are less frequent 
ʹǡͲͲͲǡacademic contexts). The K1 and K2 lists represent almost 85% of 
Ǥas a measure of lexical density.   







Tokens  484  
Types  205  610
Type-token 0.07 0.42 0.07 0.21
Tokens per 
type
14.82 2.36 13.61 4.69
Lexical 
density
0.47 0.45 0.46 0.45
K1 words:
    Function


















K2 words    
K1 + K2    
AWL 
words
   
Off-list 
Words
   
AWL + 
Off-list
   
Note: Compleat Lexical Tutor analysis gave information both about the total number of 
words (the total number of tokens) and about how often each word occurred (the total 
QXPEHURIW\SHV7KXVLIRQHSDUWLFXODUZRUGRFFXUUHGWLPHVLQWKHWUDQVFULSWWKH
analysis would say there was one type with 15 tokens.Research question 2 asked about differences in uses of infor-
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mational parentheticals by NTAs and ITAs. The vocabulary that the 
is in the parentheticals and in the non-parentheticals. NTAs used 
Academic 
Word List (AWL) and the Off-list Words than the ITAs did, although 
ǡAWL than did the NTAs. As expected, the chemistry-content ITAs used more Off-list 
Words than did the English-content ITAs (because the chemistry content has more specialized vocabulary than does the English vocabulary), and the English-content ITAs used more AWL 
Ǧȋ͸ȌǤ
ǦAWL and Off-list Words than the chemistry-content NTAs, suggesting that the NTAs in the chemistry classes may have been attempting to make their recitations more listener-friendly by making the course content less dense and connecting specialized terms to everyday 
Ǥ͸Ǥ
Table 6. Vocabulary Analysis by Discipline  
and NTA/ITA Status 
ITA NTA
ENGL CHEM ENGL CHEM
Tokens 259 225  
Types 133 115 403 374
Type-token 0.51 0.51 0.33 0.23
Tokens per 
type
1.95 1.96 3.05 4.36
Lex density 0.44 0.46 0.47 0.43
K1 words:
    Function
    Content

















K2 words    
K1 + K2    
AWL words 5          

  
Off-list Words 9          

  
AWL + Off-list    
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ǡǯcome across as being more dense, even if they are parenthetical, 
ǡϐȋ͸ȌǤ
Thematic analyses and results. Turning to the thematic approach 
ǡgenerally used more function categories than their ITA peers and in longer stretches of discourse. The use of these functional categories, 
ϐȋʹ ȌȋǤǤǡI think that...  he said 
that...ȌǡȋϐǡȌǡȋǡ
ȌǡȋϐǡϐȌǡ-
ȋȌturn using illustrations from the discourse data, focusing on the 





	ȋȌǣ Ǥ   brochure—I don’t think   brochure in this sectionȄ   is obviously the only option that you could    have. 
ȋȌǣ    salt—ǯknowǤ   We’ll just pretend that it’s—oh that’s probably       salt—ϐ
   ǫ 
-
ǡ
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fact contain more than one proposition. For example, Amy (NTA) has multiple parenthetical propositions, admitting that she doesn’t 
ǡȋ-cluding her) pretend that the number she has offered is a possible 
ǡϐas an example. ITA Feng, on the other hand, used sensing verbs to offer single propositions, making the parenthetical information appear shorter.Elaboration. All speakers used elaboration in their parentheti-cal speech to clarify, restate, or exemplify the main line of content 
ǡǡ
ǣTim (NTA): Since most of these are RFPs for local com-
   ǡǯ—uh this might    be in like a city hall uh setting or something like    that—they’ve also asked citizens of the com-   munity to come along.
ȋȌǣ ϐǫȄYeah. What is    ǫǫ   ǫǫ   ǫǤǡǤ   Sorry. Yeah—ϐǫWhen functioning as an elaboration, ITAs’ parentheticals such 
ǯǡ-tions. Not using a sensing verb such as “think” to alert the listener 
ϐto interpret the status of the utterances unless they are marked as 
 ǡȋ
ȌǡϐȋI or we), 
Ǥǯelaboration by using the modal might and highlighting that it is an example through his use of or something like that. Of all the teaching assistants, NTA Amy appeared to have the 
-
Ǥprojections such as we’ll just say or for example, she also used subject 
ǡǣ
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Amy (NTA): What is the PH of the solution—   ϐǤ—
   ǤShe also brought students’ attention to examples on the board, as in those are from here
there you go or that is how a 
buffer worksǡϐǦnow 
that makes sense. Most examples of NTA parentheticals clearly 

 ǡ  
ǤExtension. The ITAs used the functional category of extension, 
     content, much less frequently than did the NTAs. When the ITAs’ 
 ǡ  ϐthe utterance as parenthetical did not come across as problematic, such as in Hamed’s example:Hamed (ITA): Please uh try to be there early—like ten    minutes earlier—for the exam. 

ǡǯǡ
information is important or not. The parenthetical content offers related information that may require prosodic marking to clarify 
ǡǣ
ȋȌǣ ϐȄ   complicated and technical and most of the    ϐ   technical details and probably most of the them    are not engineers at all and probably politician    so—
   ǥ
and and 
although or but. Some-
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   
ǡǣTim (NTA): We have uh some of the East Asian countries—   Japan Korean China—that that don’t have as    Ȅ   based on recent data in the last year I think    ǯ   —
   
   ǥ
ǯϐ-ond is enhancement, combining different types of functions in the same chunk of information. Lihua attempts similar extension above, but she repeats the same syntactic structure, coordination, 
ǯthe information in the parenthetical in a clearer manner, potentially helping the audience see the hierarchy better. A detailed discussion of this phenomenon is beyond the scope of this chapter. For a fuller discussion, see Tyler, 1992. Enhancement. Both ITAs and NTAs uttered parentheticals that 
ǡ
Ǥlonger parenthetical examples or combined functions of parentheti-
ǡǣEllen (NTA): You can still use that—I just stole it as an    ϐ   into my head—All right so once you have your 
   ǥLihua (ITA): But if you look at North Dakota nobody got    shot—it’s probably because nobody lives    there—   part of the country. 
Ǥ
-
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Ǥ
ǡexamples of NTAs using parentheticals explicitly and implicitly to 
ǣ
ȋȌǣ ǥ—okay I got nods.   Okay. Cool—Ǥ   Increase.
 ȋȌǣ ǡlet’s see, it is number seventeen forty-four that I think happens to be on page seven forty-four—I hear approximately three books turning pages so it makes me very happy I guess—So let’s see. So 
ǥ
ǯquestions (e.g., Can everybody read the country names?), tag ques-tions (e.g., I think that was last semester, wasn’t it?Ȍǡϐchecks (Okay? Right?). The closest similar monitoring parentheticals 
being presented, distinguishing them from the NTA examples:
ȋȌǣ Ȅif you    remember—sitting is killing you. 
ȋȌǣ ǯϐ   propionate sodium    propionic so C2H5C—ignore the names if    you’re uncomfortable—so I have propionic acid
   ϐǤMoreover, the ITAs at times used monitoring parentheticals 
understandings in the class:
ȋȌǣ 
   ǫǤ
   ǫȄ   ǯ—but if you 
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   look closely, do a little research, then you 
      correlation.Ajith (ITA): If this is the result—   calculating them but—ǥ
ǡǡ
ȋʹͲͳʹȌǡ-
Ǣinterruptions to the main content being taught.Implications for ITA TeachingLearning is a complex phenomenon that involves taking in 
ǡthat is, information that is given. In order to facilitate this, teachers need to present information in learnable chunks and help students make connections. This involves breaking up important content 





Suggestion #1: Using lower pitch and quieter utterances 
to more clearly mark parentheticals.  help their students learn if they employ parenthetical information and prosody to break up the density of information. They can use standard parentheticals such as for example and okayǫshort parentheticals may be harder for their students to separate from the main line of information than longer utterances that have 
Ǥϐ
-
ǡthey are going to discuss in the near future.
Suggestion #2: Using more inclusive language (we, us, I) 
in parentheticals. ITAs should also understand the importance of connecting to their audience. While connecting the students to content is arguably the most obvious element in a class, interper-
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sonal connection is also extremely important. One advantage TAs have over professors is that they are in a position to be less remote 
Ǥǡǡ
ʹͲ͵Ͳǡbe interactive. All TAs in our study did an admirable job of being 
Ǥǡ-
of vocatives (especially calling on students using their names) and the personal pronouns we, us, and I.we rather than an exclusive you invited the listeners into the lesson. ITAs 

Ǥ
Suggestion #3: Using parentheticals to comment on self and 
classroom events to connect to students. In addition, ITAs can use parentheticals to ask questions, to comment on and encour-age student responses to questions, or to make short personal but harmless comments about themselves or a student (such as the 
ǯthe room, sorry, you’re stuck in the screen). Such use of parenthetical language helps make the lesson come across as less dense and more understandable, and can make the TA appear more approachable. 
    goes beyond the classroom atmosphere. It also makes it easier 
ϐǡincrease student success. ConclusionTAs (both NTAs and ITAs) in this study used parentheticals frequently. Their parentheticals served varied purposes, had var-
ǡȋȌmarked prosodically. In short, they represent a “disparate and problematic range of phenomena” (Burton-Roberts, 2005, p. 179). 




ȋǲǳȌǤoutside the dominant intonational system, as part of a separate, 
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parallel system of meaning-making. The “inside” system is one in 
ǲǳ








Ǥǡteachers constantly adjust to the classroom environment, to con-nections they had not intended to exploit, and to student responses. 
  











ǤParentheticals, both prosodic and non-prosodic, offered teach-
ǡǡpromote interpersonal involvement across the teacher-student divide. They point out that teachers are not simply “information transfer vehicles” but are guides to the content, helping students see connections that may even be surprising to the teachers themselves. There is little systematic research on parentheticals, especially in relationship to their use in classroom teaching and learning. Further 
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Ǥthrough vocabulary and grammatical choices, but it also hap-pens through prosody, or suprasegmentals.2.  Teachers call attention to important information, but they also use parentheticals to mark levels of importance of information and interpersonal connections. This is signaled by information changes and special prosody.
͵Ǥnon-STEM teaching.
ͶǤǡdifferences in grammar, vocabulary and prosody.5.  The TAs seemed to use parentheticals to create a parallel 
ǡ
ǡǡpromoted interpersonal involvement.
͸ǤǤBut some, especially the use of tags, vocatives, and inclusive 
ȋǤǤǡǤȌǡǤ
͹Ǥthan information-transfer machines, and to develop interper-
ǤReferencesBing, J. (1980). Aspects of English prosodyǤǣ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